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Current market

Bief Description

Food products

Company was founded in 2014. Since the start, we as a company, strive to grow and make a mark on european markets. Our passion
and main market lies in broadly understood health. For past 5 years we were focused on e-commerce, increasing our shares in market
month by month. We created a shop platform called Medpak(medpak.com.pl). We sell products like: supplements, foods, cosmetics,
nursing products, ecological products for cleaning, essential oils etc. We expand our offer daily. In the past months our goal was to
create our own product brand and finally focus our efforts on our products. We gathered all of your experience from different areas of
our lifes, and decided to create Biolavit. Few months ago we rented a new place next to Kraków, where we created a little manufacture.
For the start, we bought machines to make cold-pressed oils and to pack our product into bottles. Our manufacture is up and running
and we are already selling oils with a success on polish market.
Biolavit will be a brand focused on health realted products. Biolavit will offer cold-pressed oils, essential oils, cosmetics oils, flours,
pastes (like peanut), honeys, healthy and super foods, ecological and zero waste household products. We want to create products
which essentially will keep your family and surroundings healthier.
Our main competetive advantages as a company are: highly motivated people, who overcome problems. We have various experiences
in a variety of business fields. We belive that learning on our own how something works is more profitable for the company than
expensive outsourcing - later we share and hand down our knowledge with future employee's. That's what we did in E-Commerce, and
what we plan to do in production of our own products. This process resulted in highly tuned and educated team, where we operate
every aspect of a company.
Our products main advantage will be pretty simple. We create products from raw materials. We know every aspect of a production,
which results in a product we trust, eat, use and share with our families. When you connect our mission and passion, with a 5 years
experience, we belive that it will have great results

Advanced manufacturing

ALUCHEM is a Company located near Milan and funded in 1975 for the development, the production and the marketing of a
comprehensive range of special lubricants (oils and greases), mainly of synthetic nature.
The raw materials used are in fact Diesters, PAO, Polyglycols, Silicones which ensure, in any industrial applications, outstanding
performance advantages and much longer drain intervals that more than offset their higher prices in comparison with mineral oils.
ALUCHEM is also producing a wide range of food grade lubricants that are classified H1 by the American Organization NSF and included
in their list (see www.nsf.org/usda) of products to be used in the production of foodstuff when accidental contact may occur.
ALUCHEM is present in Italy with a nationwide organization of lubrication experts who, supported by a very well equipped laboratory,
are capable to solve customers problems.

Textiles

We are the young production company called MBarry which designs and produces fashionable handmade jackets with natural genuine
goose down padding. Our jackets are comfortable, original and tough. Due to usage of high-quality polish goose down we create
jackets with a very good thermic isolation. Jackets are suitable for cold, frosty and windy days. Moreover they are extremely light. That
increases the comfort of daily using.
We would like to reach customers who appreciate the best quality and comfort of our jackets not only in Poland but also around the
world, but first in Europe.

APULIA SOFTWARE S.R.L

Advanced manufacturing

Apulia is an Italian company, coming from Apulia’s region and already growing nationally (we have a direct presence in Milan and
partner around Italy). Born in 2014 with the union of two companies specialized in the Open Source sector, we are part, and founding
partners, of Odoo Italia Network. Odoo is the best management software to run a company, with
millions of happy users who work better with our integrated Apps.
With 10.000+ apps in, Odoo covers all the needs of a business, in a one-stop solution: no more interfaces between different software
are required. Odoo apps are perfectly integrated to each others, allowing clients to fully automate their business processes.
The open source model of Odoo allows to leverage thousands of developers and business experts to propose hundreds of apps; with
strong technical foundations, Odoo's framework is unique. It provides top notch usability that scales across all apps.
Usability improvements made on Odoo will automatically apply to all of its fully integrated apps. Odoo is perfect to streamline
operations in the advanced manufacturing environment (Inventory, MRP, purchase) and in every business case where IoT can
revolutionize manufacturing processes and Apulia is a perfect partner to work that out.
At the moment we only sporadically work on foreign markets, but being already part of a network will help us better exploit the
potentiality
EU growth
coming
from
this project.
AquaBioTechofGroup
operates
in the
aquaculture,
fisheries and other marine environmental sectors providing both technological
solutions and services specialized for the sector that operates. AquaBioTech Group operates with clients and projects in over 55
countries. Staff are recruited from across the globe, enabling communication with clients in thirteen languages. As a company, we
undertake varieties of aquaculture, fisheries, marine environmental developments, financial and technical projects, performed with
our selected worldwide partners. To provide excellence through innovation and quality is the mission statement for the company and
we highly value our determination and strive to exceed expectations as well as our continuous competitiveness through innovation,
which determines our competitive advantages.
AquaBioTech Group has on-going projects in over 20 countries with 50% of its revenue generated from extra-EU markets (incl. Middle
East, Africa, Asia) whilst another 50% is generated from intra-EU markets.
In the last three years, the company has been recognised for its excellence and expertise internationally, having received numerous
awards, including but not limited to:
• European Business Awards 2019 | The Social Responsibility and Environmental Awareness Award
AquaBioTech Group been awarded the National Winner at The Social Responsibility and Environmental Awareness Award, whilst
competes to the final of the European Awards with other European award category winners.
More information can be found here: https://www.businessawardseurope.com/
• Aquaculture Awards 2019 | Applied research breakthrough Category Shortlist
More information can be found here: https://www.aquacultureawards.com/shortlist/
• European Business Awards 2018 | International Expansion Award
AquaBioTech Group received the Award for International Expansion at the European Business Awards, one of the most prestigious
accolades an international company can receive.
More information can be found here: https://www.businessawardseurope.com/

AquaBioTech Limited

Aroniada - Agro Ltd

Bioeconomy

• Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) | Ready 2 Grow Campaign 2018
AquaBioTech Group was one of the 10 showcase SMEs in Europe promoted by the Enterprise Europe Network for its success doing

Food products

Aroniada-Agro Ltd is established in 1995.
From 2002 the firm is developing - growing lasting plantations of Organic Aronia (chokeberry) fruit and producing Organic natural juice
from fresh Aronia fruits, Organic Natural Vitamin low-alcohol drinks from Aronia and Dried organic Aronia powder.
We use only organically grown, strong, healthy and fresh Aronia fruits to produce our juice, which is cold pressed and pasteurized
without any additional ingredients in order to preserve to best possible extent the rich biochemical content of the Aronia berries in the
final product.
At this moment our Aronia juice doesn't have analog on the Bulgarian and International market, where we already are successfully
established.
Our products are offered in Bulgaria in stores for organically produced foods and dietary, drugstores, pharmacies, fitness centers and
sports and recreational facilities. Our beverages are marketed also in Japan, Australia, Israel, Austria, Croatia, Canada, Sweden, Rep.
Korea, Malta, Cambodia and etc

B2 Design Ltd

Bdintex LTD

Biotehniskais centrs AS

Interior design

B-Design is a private Bulgarian company founded in 1992.
It specializes in the production and installation of commercial furniture, furnishing of homes, hotels, offices and restaurants. The
company has a team of designers and specialists who are guided by the latest trends in interior design.
All materials have passed the necessary tests according to the European Union standards and have the necessary certificates.
B-Design is a limited liability company with the owner and manager Borislav Ivanov Borisov.
The owner Borislav Ivanov Borisov has graduated from the Academy of Arts - Sofia, specialty "Industrial Design".
He has been designing furniture since 1992. All employees of the company have the relevant experience and education.
The company is engaged in the production of design products / furniture of metal, laminates, glass, MDF, etc. /. Produces projects for
complete interior and exterior solutions and executes them from repair to turnkey furnishing.
B-Design Ltd. executes orders throughout the country - Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas, Blagoevgrad, Zagora and others, as well as some
sites outside Bulgaria - Romania, Italy, Austria, Croatia, Ukraine, Tanzania and others.
The company has performed a complete interior of cafes, bars, hotels, casinos, apartments, shops, movies, theaters and more.
Apart from the interior, we also work in the field of exterior - facades, visors, railings, advertising panels.
We carry out construction and construction of buildings and premises with a trained team.
In recent years, B-Design specializes in the manufacture of stainless steel products.
The company is a member of the Chamber of Builders in Bulgaria and Italy.

Textiles

Bdintex is a company which specialises in the production of male, female and children shirts as well as blouses and polo-shirts. We
work mainly for foreign markets, such as the German, Italian and the British markets. We work with the clients’ materials, but we also
sell ready products, like shirts and female blouses. For the past two years we have taken a step towards Industry 4.0. We have
implemented a CAD-CAM system, which helps us make everything from creating a certain model to the end of the production stage. A
part of our equipment are 9 sewing automates bought from MAICA Italy. We have 2 embroidery machines, as well as a laundry
department.

Bioeconomy

We are an innovative Latvian company and we are developing and manufacturing laboratory and pilot scale bioreactors.
We create pilot scale bioreactors made of components, which can supply each of them as a product separately.
We have expierence in application of complex bioreactor lines for biotechnological oriented manufacturing. It was created production
facilities up to 15 bioreactors, and volume up to 20 m3. Our bioreactors are equipped with patented novel magnetic drive.
To ensure the compliance with GMP rules, we are using SCADA software according the requirements of 21 CFR Part 11 (document from
US Food and Drugs Administration). Process control system is based of innovative model predictive control.
Our company's main activity is exporting Portuguese food and beverage products with our own brand "Formosa Gourmet”. We offer
high quality food products and wine from Portugal. We work only with the best producers in Portugal and we offer a selection of
organic products. All our products are made of 100% natural ingredients and they meet the highest standards of food safety and quality
assurance.
We offer a unique product design with colourful and iconic descriptive illustrations to make it easy for consumers in foreign markets to
understand the products and what they contain. This is especially important in markets where consumers are not used to eat these
type of products. In addition to a descriptive easy-to-understand design, we offer a wide variety of educational materials such as
recipes, industry facts and historical background of the products. Our products' design and educational materials have received very
positive feedback from international clients during exhibitions and business meetings.
We offer products at a competitive price point with a superior quality to similar existing products in the market, which we could verify
with retailers’ feedback.

Caravela Formosa LDA

CEVICA S.L.

Food products

We have successfully entered Japan, Sweden, Belgium, Luxemburg and the Netherlands. As a result of our export strategy and growth
plan, we have already tripled our turnover in 2019, in comparison to the previous year. Further Asian countries and regions such as
China, Hongkong, Korea and Singapore are also interesting markets for future expansion.

Interior design

CEVICA is a company dedicated to the design, manufacture and marketing of special small-sized ceramic pieces. Our clients are usually
small and medium distributors and also large companies or national and international business areas. Our product differs from the
competition for its brand and quality. On our website you can find online catalog and results of projects carried out with a large
number of clients.

Cintas y Pasamanería, S.A. (CINPASA) provides solutions with textile tapes to reinforce, to hold and to transport products.
In recent decades, it has been one of the leading companies in Europe in the manufacturing of curtain tapes. In the process of
diversification over the years, it has expanded its product range to the current offer that covers a wide range of textile tapes and cords
for various uses, and complementary products.
The beginnings of the manufacture of ruffling tape goes back to 1961 and started as a product in the parent company of the family, La
Industrial Algodonera , SA . In anticipation of the expansion of this market, it was founded in 1977 Cintas y pasamaneria SA, as a firm
specializing in the manufacture of ruffling curtain tapes. It was the first company in Spain to manufacture and sell automatic ruffling
tapes.
In 1980, exporting to Arab countries started and in 1993 it was started to be sold in the community market.
Nowadays our products are being exported to the five continents and we exhibit at international fairs such as Heimtextil and Evteks.
Comercial Ovinos is an enterprise that produces and refines wool and export it to other countries.

CINTAS Y PASAMANERIA, S.A.

Textiles

COMERCIAL OVINOS S.C.L.

Textiles

Its main market is in Asia, USA and Europe.

Textiles

Conceria Nuvolari is a family company located in Italian region Marche specialized in the production and marketing of high-end and
exclusive leather. Mrs. Sara Santori, its dynamic and strong-willed C.E.O, uses to say: “All the colors of the world in just one skin” .
Leather colored by an imagination which interprets cultures and breaks down into thousands of exciting colorful creations. Colors
of an international, innovative tannery that, with passion and know-how, is able to offer refined and selected articles with an
extraordinary round hand. Leather that turns into never ending emotions thanks to the most refined and demanding creativity of
technicians, designers and creation teams. Goatskins, cross-bred leather for lining and upper (produced in conformity to the best
protocols and leather regulations) form a world of colorful and sustainable materials which not only respect the environment but are
also finished with exquisite skill: Conceria Nuvolari a synonym of ingenuity and exclusive good taste. Thanks to its structured
organization, skilled staff and advanced technical-instrumental-technological equipment, Conceria Nuvolari is able to offer high
quality products and therefore stands out as a fair, reliable and serious company. Despite the high standards achieved so far Conceria
Nuvolari goes on investing remarkable sums in technology and research to to raise the quality of its articles and to build customers’
loyalty. Our productions are in full compliance with sector legislations and in particular with all regulations for the protection and
enhancement of the environment.
SKINGOAT : HYPERBREATHABLE LININ SKINGOAT® is a patent (Micropore System Natural Transpiration) that protects an exclusive
processing process with proprietary technology. It is an important technological innovation aimed at achieving high levels of
breathability, thermoregulation and comfort in leathers produced for the footwear sector. The technology used is totally natural and
does not use any chemical. SKINGOAT® leathers are in good demand all over the world among shoe groups producing long-lasting and
outdoor shoes. Our product is a goat leather for lining that enables enhanced levels of breathability without changing the traditional
look of a goat lining. Breathability is really important in leather production but it is even more so in producing shoes because
consumers are extremely conscious about foot care and comfort in terms of shoe breathability (perspiration, bad smell and so on).
Biodegradable sheep and goat skins made with innovative tanning and finishing technologies NATURE.L® It’s a completely
biodegradable, versatile and performing product. Its production process guarantees a low environmental impact and a marked
reduction in water disposal costs. NATURE.L®’ leathers are not toxic, do not pollute and are highly breathable. Allure Natural leather
for upper finished by hand with the application of neutral or colored creams which add a special softness to this article. Once the shoe
is in the final stage of production, it is polished by hand or with brushes to reach the desired glossy final effect. Water-proof and leather
goods versions are also available.

Food products

The Copar Cooperative was founded in 1962 by a group of 31 farmers from the village of Dolianova, in an area of Sardegna island
historically devoted to oliveculture.
As of today Copar manages 1300 hectares, for a total of more than 169.000 olive trees
The main products are Extra Virgin Olive Oil and table olives.
The company main market has been historically Italy and Sardegna, with a very small proportion of export in other European countries
and the main customers being the large-scale retail distribution (GDO.
Since few years, given the high quality of the product , recognized by several awards received in international competitions, the
Company is trying to switch the market to more added value targets, from GDO , that every year shrinkes more the profits for the
farmers, to new market targets abroad.
To follow this strategy the Company has differentiated their products in 3 Extra Virgin Olive Oil refences, adding to the Classic line a
Certified “Fruttato” and a Certified “Organic”.
The Company aim is to communicate better abroad about its natural competitive advantages and to share the gifts of this area of
Sardegna , called Parteolla (which means the part of the land that produces olives) vocated to the olive and oil production since the
ancient Roman times.

Conceria Nuvolari Srl

Copar - Cooperativa olivicoltori del Parteolla - Società Cooperativa Agricola

Cordero Organic S.L. is an enterprise located in the south west of Spain whose main activity is the production and the
commercialization of livestock and organic lamb meat.
We can offer products with the Halal and Kosher certifications.
CORDERO ORGANIC S.L.
DI BATTISTA SRL

DIMENSION SRL

Food products
Interior design

Our main objective is to sell our products abroad.
Company with many years of experience in the field of cardboard processing (especially corrugated cardboard packaging).

Advanced manufacturing

DIMENSION is a company based in Trento, Italy, born in 2000 and developing software for the emerging mobile technologies. Our first
projects used SMS as communication layer to manage sales workflows, industrial automation, business tools, developing software for
phone and palm devices (Symbian, Pocket PC, Palm) for big companies and enterprises. Starting in 2008 we embraced the mobile
revolution created by the iPhone, changing our business direction conceiving, designing and developing mobile apps for consumers.
Today, with a staff of 15 people, we have strong expertise in mobile tourism and fintech, from traditional mobile apps for iOS and
Android, to more cutting edge projects with conversational interfaces like chatbot or voice skills using Artificial Intelligences, and
blockchain technologies.
In the fintech field, our apps are used by more than 200k users daily but over 100 banks in Italy.
We keep investing in high-end technologies and our Explora Museum guide with indoor iBeacon geolocation for MUSE Museum of
Science has been featured by Apple as the first european museum to use this technology. Our project has been selected by Triennale Di
Milano as their museum guide after a strict selection of national and international partners.
At the moment we don’t operate on foreign markets, but we know we have an edge in mobile applications, especially in the IoT sector
applied to manufacturing, where chat bots, Artificial Intelligence, indoor geolocation skills are important for Machine2Machine
communication and for automatic controls needed to enhance both productivity and security in the manufacturing processes. Those
same
skills
can be usefully
applied
in the Interior
Design sector,
to develop
workplaces,
furniture
and
homes.
We are
DronePlan
— Drone
Data Acquisition
& Processing
Software.
We arenew,
in a intelligent,
process of testing
our product
with
the
main industry
player in homeland market in order to meet industry requirements to improve our service. Next stage is access to main markets,
targeting Baltic states, Scandinavia, Poland.
Marine oil spill pollution poses a serious threat to the ecology of the world's oceans. Thousands tons of oil are spilled into the oceans
every year due to both anthropogenic causes, such as tanker accidents, rupture of rigs/pipelines or malfunctioning of oil extraction
platforms, and natural events, such as natural seepage from seabed oil structures,
and recently developed new application for water area pollution monitoring, including seacoast line - with a great potential and
demand on the whole region of the Baltic Sea.
By means of our technology drones will be not just flying autonomously above and around masts, but also using AI to detect objects
and analyze defects in real time, collect and send data. Our solution offers the ultimate in safety, fly anywhere and operate in the
toughest weather conditions. As a result, important decisions can be made immediately saving time and resources. Our keywords are
Stability and Endurance, Built-in Failsafe and Top-Quality Data.
✓ Extremely high-resolution multispectral data
✓ Autonomous drone docking station
✓ Rapid response to environmental changes
✓ Low equipment, labor and logistics cost
✓ Real-time actionable data powered by 4G/5G

DronePlan

Bioeconomy

DronePlan unique features are:
1) “All in one solution” package. Starting from resource planning, mission generation,
execution and data processing till final report delivery to end customer.
2) Implementation of fully remote drone operation (without pilot) powered by
autonomous take off, landing and battery swapping system.
3) For now, there is no competition in ecological monitoring sector (by means of drones
and software for them). We see the “First on the market” strategy advantage and can
provide ready-to-use solution for pollution monitoring.
EA GROUP s.c. is a key player and leader in the ovine sector as a producer and marketer of carcasses and live cattle with a total annual
production of 650,000 lambs, 50,000 sheep and 30,000 goats. EA GROUP s.c. is able to establish itself as the largest cooperative sheep
group in Spain and Europe.
We currently have 8 feeding facilities in the group, 2 own slaughterhouses and a distribution point in MercaMadrid.

EA GROUP S.COOP.

Food products

We can sell lamb meat with Halal and Kosher certifications.

For many years we have promoted and implemented into production unique designs by Polish designers, including Katarzyna
Jakubowska and Tomasz Orzechowski (To Do Design), Monika Elikowska-Opał and Wojciech Opała (MOWO), or Sotyrys Pantopulos.
We have always eagerly reached for wood and other natural materials in our work.A breakthrough for us was discovering that we can
use it ourselves to solve everyday problems. One of these is precisely excessive noise, which is why we have created EHØ.
Combining passion and usefulnessgives us the best feeling of satisfaction.
We began searching for an idea for an acoustic panel that would enable our ears to rest yet simultaneously be pleasing to the eye. The
only initial assumption was an escape from cement and glass. And that is how a panel made entirely of natural wood emerged.

EHO SA

Encama Fabrics, SL

Interior design

Our Target market
Start selling abroad
Scandinavian (Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark)
Netherlands
Germany Austia, Italy, Switzerland

Textiles

Our products represent us:
Uphosltery and Decorative Jacquards Fabrics
Natural Fabrics
Outdoor Fabrics
Piqué fabric for bedspreads
Bedsheets
Duvet Covers
Bedspreads
Quilts
Edredones
Duvets
Established in Barcelona, Spain in 2018.
Presently introducing unique Asian Products to Europe. Our mission is to provide our clients any tropical and exotic product (fresh and
processed foods) all throughout the year. Moreover, our technology team specialises on Research and Development + Innovation on
new food products.
Import Asian products to Spain and Europe (introduce healthy and organic goods to the European market).
Export Spanish products to Asia.

Enchanted Tropic Foods, S.L.

Food products

Our imported products are ecologically cultivated, manufactured and approved by the following Organic Product Certifications:
Certifié Agriculture Biologique, USDA Organic and Control Union Certifications.
ForMeds® is a Polish company, founded in 2012. Since the very the beginning we have specialised in the production of dietary
supplements without chemical additives.
The dietary supplements are offered in innovative forms, which made it possible to exclude synthetic additives typical for tablets, such
as: fillers, anti-caking agents, dyes, sweeteners, plasticisers, thickeners, binding agents and disintegrants. The products' shelf life is
assured not by preservatives, but properly selected ingredients and sealed packaging.

FORMEDS SP. Z o. o.

GALASSIA SRL

Food products

Offering dietary supplements of the highest quality is the company's top priority. Natural ingredients and the lack of additional
chemical substances are absolutely vital. Our recipes and dietary supplements are easily bioavailable and meet the needs of our
customers. We also make sure that the combined vitamins are not mutually exclusive.
Manufacturing process is very restricted and compliant with HACCP norms. We use modern production lines to guarantee best quality.
The ingredients of dietary supplements are raw materials of the highest quality provided by reputable suppliers.

Textiles

GALASSIA SRL IS A FAMILIAR COMPANY SPECIALISED IN PRODUCING AND DISTRIBUTING HIGH QUALITY KNITWEAR SWEATERS AND
TEXTILES GOODS (SCARFS/GLOVES/TIES/ETC) IN COTTON, SILK, WOOL AND CASHMERE WITH DIFFERENT BRANDS. FOR MANY YEARS WE
PRODUCED SWEATERS FOR BIG INTERNATIONAL BRANDS MADE IN ITALY LIKE FENDI, VERSACE, VALENTINO, FERRAGAMO, AND
NOWADAYS WE ARE ALSO PRODUCING SOME GOODS FOR THEM. WE ALSO HAVE AN OWN BRAND NAMED "PASHMERE" SPECIALISED IN
COTTON, SILK AND CASHMERE SWEATERS AND TEXTILES. OUR SUPPLY CHAIN STARTS FROM THE YARNS AND FINISH TO THE GOODS
PACKED READY TO BE DELIVERED TO OUR CUSTOMER, WHO ARE SHOPS OR SHOPS CHAINS IN THE WORLD. ALL OUR PRODUCTION IS
DONE INSIDE OUR TWO PLANTS IN PERUGIA, CENTRAL ITALY. WE HAVE INSIDE OUR COMPANY A STYLE OFFICE WITH DESIGNERS TO
DESIGN AND PROTOTYPE EVERY COULD BE NECESSARY TO PRODUCE NEW PRODUCTS ORIENTED TO THE REFFERING MARKETS.

iGreet

Advanced manufacturing

iGreet is the first company focused on production of Augmented Reality Greeting Cards with proprietary technology. Current target
markets are all English speaking countries and Europe. The company provides additional services as AR advertisement, promotion and
product campaigns. There is only one small company that offers Augmented Reality Greeting Cards on the market.
MUCINA production and design studio is based in Latvia Riga with a creative space and showroom for collaborations and in-house
brand - MUCINA whose mission is based on the urge to grasp the synergy of the environment, culture and human personality.

ILZE MUCINA

INS Insider Navigation Systems GmbH

JSC DECOFLUX

JSC Kvarkas
K & K ClothinG

KRISTALNA IDEJA

Lolly Polly sp. z o.o. sp.k.

Advanced manufacturing

Our small to medium production and design studio develops and implements innovative ideas of the designers with a production
management of high-quality products (garments).
Our advantages - full production package (from sketch to product), quality, innovative ideas, location (EU).
Also, language advantages - we are fluent in Latvian, English, Russian and Italian.
We have gained international experience working in fashion markets as designer in Italy and Thailand. Taking part in international
exhibitions and experience.

Advanced manufacturing

Insider Navigation (INS) is the first company that offers augmented reality based indoor positioning and navigation for mobile devices
without the use of special hardware. Thanks to augmented reality and efficient navigation technologies INS offers a worldwide unique
holistic solution which enables clients to easily make their venues recognizable for mobile devices and gain added value with
augmented reality.
Any venue (factories, warehouses, tunnels, ...) can be made interactive to optimize processes for navigation, inspection, inventory,
maintenance and many more.
We have clients and partner from Australia, over Singapore, Thailand to the US and Mexico.
We serve the US Navy for vessels, Volkswagen for factories and start projects through partners for Zoos, family parks and museums.
So any kind of venue can be made interactive, more efficient or more exciting through INS.

Textiles

Decoflux is a brand company producing and selling home textile products to a Lithuanian and Latvian markets. It has 2 own retail
shops in Vilnius. Decoflux reflects a style, design and a quality of home textiles. Our main products are bed linen, table linen, bath
linen, blankets, bed throws, textile accessories. Our main competitive advantage is small minimum quantities, balanced price and
quality ratio, good lead times, etc.

Textiles
Textiles

Company Kvarkas is a SME from Lithuania. Started in 2005 as 2 employees company we have now 18 -20 workers, own stitching
capacities. We are specializing in home textile products - bed linen, table linen, bed throws, blankets, bath linen and bath robes, textile
accessories, hotel textiles. We do export our goods to almost all over the world and export value is about 85% from our sales totally.
We participate in main international trade shows as Heimtextil in Frankfurt, Germany, Maison & Objet, Paris, France, Shows in
Shanghai, Tokyo, New York, etc.
Since some time ago company has separated its activity in two separate fields - production of own brand Decoflux and production of
private labels. And now company is serving many foreign brands in Europe and other world markets.
We try hard to be a producer with the highest quality standards of the services and final products. We are always improving our level
knowledge, strategies, missions and visions to be the best in Lithuania and to get to the top companies in worldwide textile markets.
All local EU (&UK) markets for woven Cottons & blends & rainwear coated & uncoated polyamides

Advanced manufacturing

Our company´s main goal is to produce products that will make global quality of life better. Our main product is iTherapy technology
put in a product iTherapy. It is a personal air purifier with 11 patented filter technology. It removes dust particles, formaldehyde,
radon, it purifies and enriches your indoor air with vitamin C, and negative ions. In 2018 we received a gold medal for innovation and
Grand prix award for the best female innovator in Europe, which was given for the first time in history in Nuremberg, Germany ! In
Geneve, we received a bronze medal also for innovation and special award from Kind Abdul Aziz university for special contirbution to
air purification technology. Our advantage is our team that consists of highly educated and motivated members.

Food products

The main Lolly Polly's activity is ice creams production. We have our own network of cafes, which we are expanding by opening new
sales points. The dynamic development of the company results from our passion for ice cream. In assortment we have over 150
different flavors. Ice cream is sold in 4 different groups:
- STANDARD ice cream
- PREMIUM ice cream
- SORBET ice cream
- VEGAN ice cream
The ice cream offer has recently been extended to include ice cream cakes! The taste compositions of the cake are selected individually
by the customer, and his external appearance will be tailored to your expectations, so that the cake will be customize to the nature of
the celebration.
Our company is not only the production of ice cream, it is worth mentioning here that Lolly Polly is also a manufacturer of hard candy
with natural pepper mint leaves, honey and pieces of dried fruit. The second company`s activity is distribution and export
confectionery products. Our clients are International and Polish retail chains, supermarkets, wholesalers and the HoReCa sector.
We have implemented HACCP and the IFS international food safety standard, which proves that our products are not only extremely
safe, but also the quality of each production batch is repeatable.

The idea behind Ovi Watch is to produce high-quality, unique wooden products with a touch of nature and in-house designs that will
bring a WOW factor to your everyday wear.
Each Ovi Watch is a celebration of the beauty nature provides us with. Our brand focuses on creating wooden products from
sustainable and responsibly used materials that are completely free of toxic and artificial materials as we roam the entire globe to
choose the best for our customers.
But why Ovi? Well, our founders name is Ivo and when you read his name backwards it reads Ovi. We are not using any manufacturers
to produce our products and to keep high quality we are producing all of the Ovi Watch Collection in our hometown Liepaja.
LTD Oviwatch

Interior design

We target Scandinavia, Baltic counties, Italy, France, UK and Germany

MARA S.R.L.

Interior design

Marfuse Ltd

Advanced manufacturing

Mara is an historical Italian company specialized in the production of innovative, aesthetic and functional systems and furniture
elements for the office, community, interiors and everyday life. Rigorous and careful research, innovative and advanced production
technologies allow Mara to carry out all the production phases within its production premises in Brescia: from laser cutting to
welding, bending and painting. Great attention is also paid to the requirements of safety, resistance and reaction to fire and to the
achievement of European certifications that allow us to propose products in tenders for public spaces: collections of tables, seating
and complements distributed all over the world to furnish stimulating environments in which to live and work, improving the wellbeing and comfort of people.
We are a team specialized in the production of a variety of high quality interior, exterior, medical, industrial augmented and
augmented reality solutions, Animations and CGI. We can be of service to any sector by presenting their products with the most
innovative technologies.

Textiles

We observed the racewear market and realized that all existing products were based on the same fabrics’ configuration and almost
identical features. So, we decided to redefine FIA racewear. And we did it.
We are the alternative: Our commitment is creating a new concept of FIA racewear ensuring the quality of all our products at a fair
price. We are the only brand that uses our own fabrics to make our products. By owning the entire process we can be more efficient,
fast and innovative. We can creat products that make racing experience even better.
TEXTILE ENGINEERING: We started working on the idea of designing FIA APPROVED clothing for pilots two years ago. All our clothing
have been designed and developed with pilots needs in mind. We deeply studied the position of the driver during the race and the
conditions they have to cope with. The result is new garments with new features.
Our mission is to seek for personal, professional and economic growth of every single person. Our duty with society is give economical
support to the needy. Our commitment is keep improving to ensure continuity of business.
Quality is a must in our company. We have our own R+D LAB to subject all our garments to various quality control tests. Our
development team is generating new fabrics and new combinations every week in order to find better solutions for those who share the
passion for racing.
We look for our customers satisfaction. Our company is focused on achieve better products, better service anb better relations. We
learn with our customers, this is why we love listen to all their requirements, complaints and proposals. Taking into account their
feedback is how we can improve every day.

Textiles

MANUFACTURER OF FURNISHING FABRICS AND FASHION FABRICS
DIGITAL PRINT
DYED FABRCS
WOVEN FABRICS
COATED FABRICS
JACQUARD FABRICS

Marina Race SL

MARUTX,S.L.

METALSUD LO GATTO SRL

Interior design

The Metalsud Lo Gatto S.r.L.® is a company founded in 1996. Since the same year it has been operating in Italy at the top in the field of
medium - heavy carpentry, creating artifacts on the drawing for the following sectors: petrochemicals, food, building and cement.
Extends over an area of about 20,000 square meters, spread over a total area of approximately 70,000 square meters, within which
they operate 173 employees divided between the various production units.
Very important is the impact on employment in the territory if you consider that the company's workforce is made up almost entirely
of staff living in the area.
The company, however, is not one of the South's Italy industrial with more successful than others but also thanks to its sales network,
it is present in the national spread widely, and also in Europe the company can count the number of 6 points of distribution in
Belgium, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Greece, Romania and Malta's island. Recently, then, with the division of the doors, is also
present in Asia, through a representative office in Dalian, in Africa, thanks to a successful business partnership distribution in Tunisia.
The company Metalsud Lo Gatto s.r.l. has a quality / price ratio very highly competitive. Over the years, in fact, the management have
been made considerable investments in the automation industry that led the company to reduce the cost of production compared to
the competition, while ensuring the maximum flexibility in the design phase and proposing solutions.
In the year 2011, the company Metalsud s.r.l.® (www.ferwall.it) has acquired the shares of the company Tesio spa®. Since over 50 years
even the company Tesio s.p.a. (www.tesio.com) is a specialized company, in the production of the security doors. In the range of
products offered by the company there are also security shutters, used exclusively in the residential sector. These products, combined
with the production of steel insulated shutters and security grilles, and the insulated aluminum roller shutters, complete the range of
safety locks for outdoor use.
Since the Year 2012, the company Metalsud sas ® also is capable of providing, distributing brand FOG ®, products of prefabricated type,
like the frame for sliding doors retractable, designed to solve, once in work places in houses, problems in that previously would have
required multiple steps and different processes.
About the target market the residential sector is too moving ahead vigorously, witnessing a huge uptake. People are increasingly
considering installing security doors when building new, remodeling or sprucing up the old space, accentuating on the right door
treatment. As a result of the same, the market for security doors in worldwide is accruing pervasively.
We're on our mainly way:
Building management companies
Homeowners
Apartment renters
We are a producer of certified organic products. We specialize in the production of nut butters, sweet creams and ghee butter.
We are interested in Western Europe and Scandinavian markets.

Michal Pelc ANAGRAM

MINT print

Food products

We have high quality products and interesting packaging design.

Textiles

MINTprint is full service custom sportswear manufacturer with all services in house. We design, print, cut and sew and all
professionals are easy to reach for extra customization or other special needs.Our main product is custom sportswear which we have in
more than 90 models for more 35 sports. We adjust models to each market needs and can provide exactly what customer asks within
very limited time due in-house staff and high productivity work equipment. We work locally in few export markets where we see that
our competitiveness is because our speed of production and result meets customer's expectations.
Mirage Group Ltd. is established in 2004 in Bulgaria with focus on trade with machines and consumables for digital printing in the
advertising industry.
● Branch companies in Serbia, Macedonia, Malta and Kenya
● 60 employees in total in all 5 countries
● 5 Warehouses in Bulgaria and one warehouse for each branch in Serbia, Macedonia, Malta and Kenya

Mirage Group Ltd.

Textile machinery

We offer our customers printing solutions that would increase their efficiency by providing
Innovative hardware solutions for print preparation of any kind of media, digital printing and finishing of printing jobs in new or
refurbished equipment.
Refurbished equipment for limited budgets
Qualified on-time response Service Support
Our team includes 14 engineers - All of them are qualified by our world leading hardware partners.
Top Brands in One Portfolio
Our goal is to provide the leading technologies and solutions in the world of the digital printing business to our customers. We present
companies like HP, Canon, ATP Color, d.gen, Summa, Zund, etc.

MOBIIX Srl

Advanced manufacturing

Mobiix is a start-up built on the expertise of its people, who worked for over a decade in international hi-tech environments.
At Mobiix, we design smart Enterprise Mobility solutions aimed at streamlining and simplifying all traceability and data collection
processes.
We provide reliable technologies, selected from a range of both traditional solutions and cutting-edge innovations, in order to enable
our Clients to reach clear and concrete objectives, and always offer them scalable systems which allow them to meet the ever-changing
challenges posed by the market.
Our approach is characterised by flexibility in responding to our Client’s needs, but also by our commitment to providing an attentive
service, both in case of turn-key solutions and complex tailor-made projects.
Our target are the manufacturing, logistic, energy and chemical markets; our products and services are related to software and
hardware integration for the development of innovative applications in those markets’ processes.
Our competitive advantage relies on the digitalization (in our company we say IoTization) of any production area. We have the
technological capabilities to connect anything throughout the supply data chain.
Premium formal and outdoor garment production: coats, jackets, blazers, trousers, dresses and skirts for formal and active occasions.
Uniforms and fashion.
Flexible in sizes and forms of cooperation. We provide full service from sketch to a bulk delivery or any part of the service.
We also produce on order military garments.
Values: Reliable, quality and speed.

Nemo

NEXT INDUSTRIES S.R.L.

OliveLab s.r.l.

Ozonoex Alimentacion SL

PolBioEco Polska Sp. z o.o.

Advanced manufacturing

Competitive advantage: 45 years of experience, full service and wide supplier network in Europe.

Advanced manufacturing

Next Industries’ mission is to improve the Internet of things (IoT) ecosystems and add value to its users and environment. We currently
live in an era where more “things” are connected to the internet than people. The gesture control wearable technology is at the
beginning of the IoT revolution, where day-to-day devices can connect and interact over the internet.
Currently, the smart wearables market is facing “the wearable gap” created by lack of universal connectivity and poor accuracy. Next
Industries simplifies the man-machine interface and is readily accessible to users of all ages and backgrounds, ranging from computer
novice to technology-savvy.
Our gesture controllers are versatile, open source tools equipped with an AI algorithm, to increase performance in gesture capture in
any environment.
There is a significant interest in universal gesture controllers, which depending on the technological skillset of the end user would be
part of the wearable device or the IoT microcontroller makers.

Interior design

“We see light as a never ending series of possibility to create poetic and functional products”
OliveLab is a Startup based in 2017 in Turin, Italy. Attracted by innovations, materials and new technologies, we see light as one of the
most important resources of our life. The poetic but functional aspect of lighting takes us to design new products and
fittings focused on the true needs of the final consumer. Putting together our creativity, ideas and experiences we apply the same
rigorous attention to context, process, material quality and detail to all our creations.
Our design process starts from light and emotions more than shape and colors.
We are driven by the belief that lighting design is not just about light up a space but rather a way of furnishing, creating astonishment,
magic and beauty. Those three themes are the foundations of our way to think light and the fittings that shapes it.

Food products

Our company name Ozonoex Alimentacion S.L. was founded in 2014 since then we have had a constant growth that has led us sell
more than 2 million euros in this year. We are specialized in selling our brand of energy drink "Linx Energy Drink". Our main markets are
Morocco, Tunisia, Equatorial Guinea and Santo Tome and Principe. Are target markets are Algeria, Egypt, Jordan and Ethiopia. As we
said our main product is a energy drink name "Linx", what makes us different is that we have very small expenses and that we apply large
amounts of our benefits in advertising through social networks, which has allowed us to become really popular quick.

Food products

PolBioEco Polska Sp. z o.o. A company certified by AgroBioTest No. PL-EKO-07-13901 as the producer of organic products.
Our target market they are consumer of organic products and healthy food.
The range of our export goods are, flakes, drinks, apple vinegar, juices, the group od soya- rice- spelt- and oat- drinks ( imported from
Italy), chicory coffee ( exclusivity agent for organic products of GRANA), seasoning and more.
All product have a good quality and competitive prices.

Runoland company was established in 1992. We are a family company with many years of experience on the market. We are located in
Góra, in dolnośląskie voivodship.
We process fruit, vegetables and groundcover from certified agricultural farms and ecological forest areas located off the beaten track
and industry.
Our philosphy is taking care of both the incredible and delicious taste of our preserves and our customers' health. Our products
undergo minimal thermal processing thanks to which they preserve high quality. The huge amounts of fruit in our products are the
feature that distinguish them from our competitors' and guarantee exceptional taste and aroma.

Runoland Sp. z o.o. - Sp. J

Santori Pellami SpA

Sauliaus Remeikos dizaino studija

SD "Mebeli Rabels Belenski & SIE"

Food products

Ecology is not fashion or trend, but a lifestyle, caring abour health and environment means looking into the future in a mature and
responsible way. Are ecological products costly? Definitely not! It is an investment in our health and surely a long-term one. Change
your way of thinking as well, do not seek temporary benefits!

Textiles

Santori Pellami was founded in 1890 by Vincenzo Santori, a forward looking and wise merchant. Santori started selling rabbit skins and
increased its trade with cheeses and salami, raw and tanned leathers, calves and bullocks. In 1920 Vincenzo’s son, Giuseppe, took
over the business. Always looking towards the future, gifted with excellent intuition for business and trade, Giuseppe made the small
family business become a real company: the “Santori Giuseppe” company. After 1945, the company became a reference point for all
the shoes companies which were then in full expansion in Italy. At the end of the ‘60s, Giuseppe’s sons, Vincenzo and Guerriero, took
over the business and the company grew up and expanded, adding leather and linings to the raw hides business. In the ‘70s
the company grew up more and more and in 1978 changed its name to “Santori Pellami srl”. A big change came in 1983, when the
renowned company became the public limited company Santori Pellami Spa. From 1960 to 1990 the company was managed,
throughout all its transformations, by the brothers Vincenzo and Guerriero, who gained a reputation on the market for correctness,
reliability and excellent service for the customers. Between 1990 and 1995, Vincenzo e Guerriero’s children entered the firm:
Giuseppe, Andrea, Carlo and Sara, who are currently managing the company. They all were raised in the atmosphere of the family
business, they were nourished by their parents’ experience and advice, they have been trained on the field and for these reasons now
they run the company with passion, constantly looking for innovation.
Today, Santori Pellami is specialised in the production and sale of leathers. The Santori family’s wish is to make their company always
more competitive, and to make it a leader in the sector. The goal of the Santori Pellami company is to offer a product that always meets
the expectations of every customer. The main elements on which the company is based are: excellent quality-price ratio; prompt
delivery; the certainty, for the customer, of always receiving the desired product; continual innovation; respect for the environment.

Interior design

Saulius Remeika Design studio was established in 2004. Saulius Remeika, the owner of the company, started his career as a designer a
few decades ago. And now the company has a team of eight high-level designers. Over 15 years, many different public and private
interior design projects have been developed, as well as individual furniture, lighting and accessories. Some furniture projects are
produced in serial production. During these years, many projects have been implemented in Lithuania, Germany, Norway, Russia and
Belarus.

Textiles

Furniture manufacturing company acompanied by architects and designers. We make interior solutions for offcie buildings,
restaurants, supermarkets as well as individual projects for our private contractors. We work with great motivation and good tempo
which is not taking away our fine finishing. In our facility , we have a couple of bouring machines , such as CNC ROUTER, Circular sawing
machines, edging machine and our own spray chamber. Alongside these things, we have a group of hard working gentlemen which
make all of our projects come to live.

LLC Unusi was established in February 2018 with the main vision to create stylish and unique design for pet owners and pet clothes.
Unusi creates unique and stylish design clothes for active pet owners.
Unusi wide range of products are comfortable and are created from ecological materials. New 2020 collection will be produced from
recycled fabrics. The future vision is to produce high quality products from only ecological materials for pet owners and also their pets.
Target market: young professionals of age 25-40 with middle to high income, mainly pet owners, living in the cities.
Main products: t-shirts, hoodies, sweat shirts, hats, eco shopping bags, socks.
Additional products for the future: dogs thermo clothes and accessories.

SIA Unusi

Textiles

Competitive advantages: ecological materials, unique design, future plans to produce clothes from recycled materials, unique idea to
have the same design clothes for owner and his pet, ordinary, easy to recognize, attractive and interesting brand, established brand in
Latvia that is well recognized and with growing sales

Smartimport SRL

Tabit Ltd.

Texfire textils tècnics SL

URBAŃSCY sp. z o.o. sp. k.

Vesselino Ltd.

Food products

Smartimport is an Export Management Company specialized in promoting premium food and beverage from the island of Sardegna
(Italy) abroad, with a special focus on APAC countries. We worked as Export Manager for a group of medium/small producers that want
to export the excellence of Sardinian food but do not have the strengths and skills to carry it out by themselves. Our main products are
ExtraVirgin Olive Oil, Evoo based dressings, Vinegar, Marine Salt, Special bread and dry pasta, bottarga (dried fish' eggs), cheese, oil
preserved vegetables, olives, honey, wine and spirits.
Smartimport usually buys from the producers, build a tailored marketing and commercial strategy and find the right sales channel to
deliver the products.
We think we have a competitive advantage from the nature and the quality of the products itself and from the original and still
unknown Sardinia story-telling.
We also think we differ from other EMC because we are directly involved in the success of the products . When we select a product we
directly invest on it, financially and commercially, and we take all responsibility for its commercial success.

Food products

We are a family-owned manufactory from Otwock in the Mazowsze region, where we have perfected the art of making noodles for 25
years. Our flagship "Bartolini" brand is successfully gaining increasingly broader recognition both in Poland and abroad. Rich
experience, continuous technological development, passion and ingredients of the highest grade from trusted suppliers are a
guarantee that we will achieve a good product by combining innovation with very high quality.

Textiles

Texfire supplies textile products for the protection against fire and high temperatures. We work in the investigation, innovation and
development to offer different protection products to the market aimed to different sectors.
Texfire products are designed under European and American guidelines and regulations. Our team analises and designs the most
apropiate fabrics for direct risk in the countryside or workplace, and later, they design and develop products that offer the best
protection. In Texfire, we try to cover our clients needs by offering the chance to produce our products tailored and customized. We
love to listen and counsel them because giving a solution to their needs is our motivation.
In Texfire we design, manufacture and commercialize a complete Technical Fabric’s catalogue, developed to protect spaces or people in
specific situations, where risks derived from fire, high temperatures, high mechanical exigences or acoustic insulation needs appear,
among others. We have a lamination rolling mill, a technical weaving and our own laboratory where we dayly develop quality tests and
at the same time it let us investigate with new materials appearing in the market.

Food products

Urbanscy is an experienced confectionery manufacturer with over 30 years of tradition. The offered range of products includes: wafers,
cream fudge, truffles and wide range of cookies. One of the key export products are wafers, available in two flavors: caramel and
caramel with cocoa. What makes our wafers different? Our wafers, unlike all others on the market, are not crispy. They are soft, delicate
and wet. The second key product we export is traditional polish cream fudge with mild, milky taste. We also offer a wide range of
packaging sizes for every need - from attractive impulse products to bulk packaging. The company focus on export activity and it
represents 95% of the company's revenues. In our business, we focus on meeting the growing expectations of our clients, which we
realize through constantly expanding assortment, meeting delivery times, price discipline and preferential discounts. We work with
commercial networks, importers and wholesalers in the country and abroad. We meet all technological requirements that apply to
food production. The integrated quality management system including IFS and HACCP certificates helps us maintain the high level of
our products. We also offer the possibility of producing kosher confectionery products.

Food products

Our main activities are concerned with export.
We are supplier in bulk of natural raw materials with Bulgarian origin for production in cosmetic, tea and pharmaceutical industries.
We export our products for more than 42 countries abroad.
Our ranges of products include: dried medicinal herbs, herbal extracts, essential oils and floral waters.
We are producer of innovative and functionality products - rose water for drinking - healthy natural and carbonated drinks.
We always try to provide our clients with promptness, quality and proficiency.

Wastly srl

Bioeconomy

WESTERN CO S.R.L.

Bioeconomy

Wastly is an innovative startup founded in 2015 in Cagliari by private investors. Wastly platform is aimed at manufacturers, collectors,
transporters and intermediaries, recovery, disposal and recycling plants, municipalities and citizens.
Wastly is a web portal that is used to market Secondary Raw Materials (SRMs) deriving from waste recovering and recycling. The aim is
to disintermediate the process of purchase and sale of the SRMs through the digitalization of the B2B commercial chain, promoting
fruitful contacts between SRMs producers and manufacturing industries that use SRMs in their production processes.
Wastly promotes and encourages the closing of recycling chains in line with the new directives of the circular economy package.
Wastly is a meeting point for companies dealing with waste collection and transportation, intermediation, waste recovery and
recycling thanks to a certified network.
Wastly promotes and encourages the closing of recycling chains in line with the new directives of the circular economy package.
Wastly is a meeting point for companies dealing with waste collection and transportation, intermediation, waste recovery and
recycling thanks to a certified network.
Western CO., founded in 1984 by Giovanni Cimini and Bruno Olivieri, is an Italian company that has more than 30 years of experience
in the photovoltaic market and in industrial electronics. Western CO. products are present all over the world and satisfy the needs of a
very heterogeneous clientele in terms of culture and economic potential.

YEYE NATURAL

WSA Angelika Olsza

Textiles

We are a manufacturer of 100% natural, cotton sauna outfits for ladies.
We have noticed that many times cultural preferences affect personal nudity tolerance and we have created a solution which gives
women the sensation of freedom, while ensuring comfortable, yet minimal coverage, which is best for the overall sauna experience.
The design is well thought through and “battle-tested”, the materials behave really nicely throughout the product lifecycle and handle
exposure to heat and humidity without any noticeable impact.
All components are 100% natural and offer a sensation of soft touch and protection plus what is important, all units are hand made in
Poland (EU).
The customer’s opinions are very positive and we believe that now, after the initial local launch, it is time to market the sets on a much
wider scale across Europe.
Consequently we are seeking partnerships with potential representatives.
You can find a few sample pictures of our product line attached.
Upon your request we can provide all additional needed details and a complete presentation with a business proposal.

